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chimeraviz: a tool for visualizing chimeric RNA
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Abstract

Summary: Advances in high-throughput RNA sequencing have enabled more efficient detection of

fusion transcripts, but the technology and associated software used for fusion detection from

sequencing data often yield a high false discovery rate. Good prioritization of the results is import-

ant, and this can be helped by a visualization framework that automatically integrates RNA data

with known genomic features. Here we present chimeraviz, a Bioconductor package that auto-

mates the creation of chimeric RNA visualizations. The package supports input from nine different

fusion-finder tools: deFuse, EricScript, InFusion, JAFFA, FusionCatcher, FusionMap, PRADA,

SOAPfuse and STAR-FUSION.

Availability and implementation: chimeraviz is an R package available via Bioconductor (https://bio

conductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/chimeraviz.html) under Artistic-2.0. Source code and

support is available at GitHub (https://github.com/stianlagstad/chimeraviz).

Contact: rolf.i.skotheim@rr-research.no

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Chimeric RNA molecules, or fusion transcripts, are composed of se-

quences from two or more genes. These may encode novel proteins

and play roles in the development of cancer (Frenkel-Morgenstern

et al., 2012). Advances in RNA sequencing have enabled more effi-

cient detection of fusion transcripts, but the technology and associ-

ated software used to detect fusions from sequencing data often

yield a high false discovery rate. Also, there is a high degree of dis-

cordance between different fusion-finder tools (Kumar et al., 2016).

Good prioritization of the results is important. This can be enabled

by a visualization framework that automatically integrates nucleo-

tide level RNA data and known genomic features such as transcript

annotation and exon structures.

Here, we present chimeraviz, a Bioconductor package that visu-

alizes chimeric RNA. chimeraviz implements a unified format for

representing fusion transcripts, and provides multiple tools for visu-

alizing chimeric RNA molecules as well as functions for sorting and

filtering candidates.

2 Features

Using chimeraviz, the user can import data from nine fusion-finders:

deFuse (McPherson et al., 2011), EricScript (Benelli et al.,2012),

InFusion (Okonechnikov, 2016), JAFFA (Davidson et al., 2015),

FusionCatcher (Nicorici et al., 2014), FusionMap (Ge et al., 2011),

PRADA (Torres-Garcia et al., 2014), SOAPfuse (Jia et al. 2013) and

STAR-FUSION (Haas et al., 2015). With transcript annotation data

from Ensembl and aligned RNA-sequencing data in a .BAM file, the

user can create multiple visualizations of candidate fusion transcripts.

The plots are useful for illustrative purposes and may indicate the bio-

logical consequence of the putative fusion transcript. The user can

also sort and filter fusion results based on various criteria.

3 Implementation and demonstration

chimeraviz is an R package that can be obtained from the

Bioconductor project (Gentleman et al., 2004). The package
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includes tutorials in the form of R vignettes, and test data

required to produce the various visualizations available in chimera-

viz. These data include RNA-sequencing data from an embry-

onal carcinoma cell line, 833Ke, recently used to detect and

characterize novel fusion genes in testicular germ cell tumors (Hoff

et al., 2016).

Among the visualization types chimeraviz can produce, the over-

view plot and the fusion plot are demonstrated here (Fig. 1).

Demonstration of the other plots, and filtering and sorting options

in chimeraviz, can be seen in the Supplementary Material (vignette

at https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/vignettes/chimera

viz/inst/doc/chimeraviz-vignette.html).

3.1 Overview plot
The overview plot gives a genome-scale summary of a sample’s fu-

sion landscape (Fig. 1A). The plotCircle() function in chimeraviz

produces a circos plot with links indicating fusion transcripts, using

the R package RCircos (Zhang et al., 2013). The blue links indicate

inter-chromosomal fusions whereas red links indicate intra-

chromosomal fusions. The width of each link indicates the number

of reads that the fusion-finder found to support the fusion junction.

3.2 Fusion plot
The fusion plot is a gene-pair centric and comprehensive visualiza-

tion, which is useful in the evaluation of whether a fusion event is a

true positive (Fig. 1B).

The genomic coordinates of both partner genes are shown with

chromosome ideograms in the upper part of the plot and, more pre-

cisely, with basepair resolution on the x-axis in the bottom part.

Known transcript structures for the partner genes are shown in

the middle section. Exons that are likely part of the fusion transcript

are drawn in darker colors. These exons are also highlighted with

gray rectangles. Untranslated regions are drawn as slightly thinner

boxes.

A red link connects the partner genes at the breakpoint sites. The

number of reads found to support the fusion junction is indicated on

top of this link. The width of the link also represents the number of

supporting reads.

RNA-seq coverage is shown in histograms below the transcripts.

This visualization enables evaluation of whether exons included in

the fusion transcripts have higher expression than other exons of the

fusion partner genes.

4 Conclusion

We have developed an R package which can take input from mul-

tiple fusion-finder tools, create visualizations to illustrate the fusion

transcripts, and apply functions for filtering and sorting lists of can-

didate fusion transcripts. These functionalities will facilitate the pri-

oritization of true positive and important fusion transcripts.
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